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Outdoor
Client: Windex



TVC
Client: IKEA



Radio
Client: Heaps Normal



Social Media
Client: Nicorette

Insight: Ditching a habit altogether is hard, 
replacing it is easier. 

Idea: Nicobreak proactively combats nicotine 
addiction by taking the three core challenges for 
quitting and creating activities that target each 
challenge.

To activate activities simply tap a cigarette emoji 
that has been sent on Facebook Messenger. 

Messenger will then launch three activities 
designed to; pass the craving, stimulate your 
hands and stimulate your mind. 

Each activity is specifically made to last between 
5 to 15 minutes, the average time it takes a 
craving to pass. 

Nicobreak



PR
Client: Tourism New Zealand

Insight: Aussies want to travel but have limited 
time to take off so usually save it for summer.

Idea: rentakiwi.com allows you to rent a kiwi to 
take your place in Australia while you enjoy a 
winter in New Zealand. 

This campaign will be launched by Chris 
Hemsworth who rents NZ comedian Julian 
Dennison

Rent-a-Kiwi



Digital
Client: Squarespace

Insight: Everyone has dreams,but due to 
limitations such as disabilities or lack of 
create/technical knowledge, not everyone can 
create the website of their dreams. 

Idea: Squarespace helps anyone create the 
website of their dreams through a text-based 
AI generation.

Simply type in a descriptive word like 
“colourful” and “bold” or even more unusual 
adjectives like “fluffy”,“blooming” or "firey", pair 
that with a functional term like “portfolio” or 
“shop” and Squarespace AI will create the site 
of your dreams before your eyes.

Dream2Design



Direct
Client: HCF PET INSURANCE

Insight: Dogs and cats are dichromatic, 
which means they see the world a little
differently to humans.

Idea: dichromatic direct mail that comes
with glasses to help communicate to pet 
owners how dedicated HCF is to 
understanding and supporting your pets.

Dichromatic Mail



Integrated 
Client: Taronga Zoo

Insight: the word endangered and 
conservation are thrown around so
much, they don’t get people’s attention
as much as ‘limited edition’ does. 

Idea: Taronga Zoo will provoke social
change by creating The Limited Edition, 
a campaign that creates a sense of urgency 
around Australian animals facing extinction.

The Limited Edition

1. Activation
pop-up activation that displays 
limited edition items with an 
impactful focus on the orange-bellied 
parrot, the most endangered animal 
in Australia. 



Integrated 
Client: Taronga Zoo

2. TVC - The Limited Edition



Integrated 
Client: Taronga Zoo

3. Microsite/Merch

A TZ Microsite that 
educates you about 
endangered Australian 
animals and allows you to 
buy limited edition merch 
to support the cause.



Commercial 
Creativity
For: Australians struggling financially 

Insight: Low income earners cannot afford gym
memberships and equipment. As a result, their
physical health can suffer. 

Idea: Fit Foods empowers the everyday person to create a 
healthier lifestyle with what they do have access to, grocery 
stores. 

Fit Foods will launch in Australian supermarkets
as food and drink items that double as
workout equipment. 

Creating affordable access to equipment,
that evades the expensive tax. 

Fit Foods will also introduce the Fit Foods
sticker, a QR code that is stuck on any food 
items that can also be included as fitness equipment. 

By scanning the sticker code, people are taken to a microsite 
where a fitness coach takes them through workout routines
that use these items. 

FIT FOODS
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